
A group of English colonists arrived in August 1610, making them the first
Europeans in Newfoundland. They settled at a place they named Cupers Cove,
known today as Cupids. The colony’s first governor, John Guy, was given very
specific instructions about how to set up the new colony, which included
fortifying the settlement, building dwellings and other structures and carrying
out experimental farming. In 1997, an archaeological excavation crew
uncovered and mapped the dwelling house.
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From Pacific shores, over vast plains and ancient forest to the islands of the Atlantic
coast, Canada hides a wealth of stories in her soil. By Ann Chandler
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Almost half a millennium ago, pioneering groups of Inuit began to establish
their winter villages on Labrador’s northern coast, relocating from the High
Arctic to milder climatic conditions. Archaeologist Peter Whitridge has been
excavating the village sites in order to shed more light on this neglected
period of Labrador’s history.
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While there have been extraordinary archaeological discov-
eries, much of the ground is unexplored. And the digging has
really just begun. Even huge archaeological finds, such as the
unearthed evidence of a Viking settlement at L’Anse aux
Meadows on the northern tip of Newfoundland, have been dis-
covered only in the last 50 years.

Archaeologists are devoted to studying the traces of material
culture left behind by humans many, many years ago. Sites, dis-
covered remains of human activity, can include single artifacts,
kill-site areas, encampments and more defined habitation, such
as villages and fortifications. In Canada, our largest archaeologi-

cal sites include the Fortress of Louisbourg in Cape Breton, the
Rainy River Burial Mounds in northwest Ontario and Head-
Smashed-In Buffalo Jump in southern Alberta, among others. 

While summer is a time for travel, it is also the prime
time for site excavation. All across the country, field archae-
ologists are digging in the dirt. It’s not always a glamorous
career, but the discoveries help complete our understanding
of Canada’s past and the people who lived on the land hun-
dreds or even thousands of years ago. This special Beaver
project profiles some of the most recent archaeological find-
ings, illuminating the most current digs.

F
or many Canadians, summer is a time to travel and explore the vast and
diverse land we call home. It may seem as though much of the land is
untouched, but wherever you go in Canada, people have been there before
you, some of them much earlier than can be imagined. This land has been

inhabited for more than 11,000 years, but the archaeological traces of human
activity are often buried in the earth or lying beneath a sea bed. 



Cupids, Newfoundland

Conception 
of a New Life
Canada’s first English settlers
leave a rich Elizabethan legacy.

I
t was August 1610 when English colonists first
arrived in Newfoundland under the leadership of
John Guy, a Bristol merchant, and walked the
beaches of Cupers Cove in Conception Bay in
search of a suitable area for a plantation. In an Octo-

ber letter sent to England to Sir Percival Willoughby, an
investor in the company to settle Newfoundland, John
Guy confirmed his choice: 

This harbour is three leagues distance from Col-
liers bay to the Northeastward and preferred by
me to begin our plantation before the said Colliers
bay for the goodness of the harbour, the fruitful-
ness of the soil, the largeness of the trees and
many other reasons …

The plantation, near present-day Cupids, occupied
throughout the 17th century, was Canada’s first official Eng-
lish settlement. By May 1611 the colonists had cleared the
land and constructed several dwelling houses, a work
house, storehouse, forge and wooden defense works upon
which three cannon were mounted. The need to make
money for English investors spurred the colonists to try to

establish a fur trade with the native Beothuk, a venture that
never succeeded.

The winter of 1612 was challenging, with eight of 62
residents succumbing to scurvy. But on March 27, 1613, a
child was born. The significance likely escaped his father,
Nicholas Guy, but the boy would go down in history as the
first recorded English child born in what is now Canada.  

In September 1612 a party led by Henry Crout hiked
overland, cutting a trail as they headed to Trinity Bay, 29
kilometres west on the other side of the peninsula, search-
ing for signs of Beothuk. That search was unsuccessful, but
when Crout and John Guy approached Trinity Bay by
water the following month, they found what they were
looking for. Guy wrote in his journal:

At twilight they came to the said place, where they
found no savages, but three of their houses, whereof
two had been lately used, in one of which the hearth
was hot. The savages were gone to the said island,
whither we could not go for want of a boat. We found
there a copper kettle kept very bright, a fur gown, some
seal skins, an old sail and a fishing reel. 

The artifacts indicated they were not the first Euro-
peans to trade with the Beothuk. The following month
they were able to make personal contact, sharing a meal
and trading goods such as knives, clothing and linen. 

(Faced with increasing European settlement, the
proud but shy Beothuk, known as the “Red Indians” for
their practice of painting themselves with red ochre,
retreated to the interior, rarely seen. They were decimated
by disease, starvation and hunting by Europeans. In 1829
the last known remaining Beothuk, Shawnadithit, died of
tuberculosis following six years living in St. John’s.)

Some of the settlers who landed at Cupers Cove in
1610 gradually established other settlements on Concep-
tion and Trinity Bays. By 1631 Nicholas Guy had moved his
family further up Conception Bay to Carbonear, establish-
ing them as a prominent planter family. Guy wrote to
Willoughby in September of that year:

This year I have made by my industry one hundred
pounds clear in my purse … for flesh I have enough
and sufficient butter and cheese which part I sell and
part I spare to my neighbours.

Nearly 385 years later, guided by the original letters
and journals of Guy and his fellow settlers, a team led by
William Gilbert, chief archaeologist with the Baccalieu
Trail Heritage Corporation, located the site of the original
plantation. Among the buildings excavated at the site are
the dwelling house and storehouse finished by John Guy’s
party in December 1610, two of the oldest European build-
ings in North America.

Among more than 100,000 artifacts recovered since
1995 are 17th-century clay pipes, an Elizabethan silver
four-pence coin minted at the Tower of London between

The cellar beneath the storehouse at the Cupids site was carefully

excavated, revealing the depths of one of the oldest European

buildings built on North American soil. 
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This reconstructed German stoneware 
Bellarmine bottle was found in pieces inside

the dwelling house. It dates around 1650.

Tin-glazed apothecary jar fragment found
behind the chimney at the dwelling house.

It dates to between 1580 and 1640.

Pipe dating to around 1600.

Thimble dating to between
1600 and 1650.

Minted around 1561, this Elizabethan silver
four-pence coin was uncovered east of the

Cupids dwelling house.

ARTIFACTS FROM CUPIDS, NEWFOUNDLAND
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December 1560 and October 1561, a tin-glazed 17th-cen-
tury apothecary jar, a variety of European ceramics,
including a fragment of a Belgian jug dating back to
the late 16th century, and hundreds of glass beads
intended for trade with the Beothuk.

Archaeological evidence shows that some time
between 1680 and 1710 the plantation seems to have
met a violent end, possibly destroyed during Pierre Le
Moyne d’Iberville’s raids on the English shore in the
winter of 1696, on behalf of New France.

Archaeological excavations continue to unfold the
early history of Cupers Cove and other settlements in
Conception and Trinity Bays, known collectively as the
Baccalieu Trail, 240 kilometres of coastline on the Avalon
Peninsula. Restoration of the overland route taken by
Henry Crout from Conception Bay to Trinity Bay in search
of Beothuk camps is preserving Crout’s Way as a heritage
trail – one of the oldest European trails in North America. 

Evidence of more than 4,000 years of aboriginal
activity, including that of Beothuk, Dorset and Mar-
itime Archaic occupations, has been revealed during
12 years of excavations at Russell’s Point, Dildo Island
and Anderson’s Cove.

In collaboration with the Cupers Cove Heritage
Foundation and the Cupids Historical Society, Gilbert
and his colleagues are anticipating that a significant
portion of the plantation and related aboriginal sites
will be exposed, stabilized and interpreted in time for
the 400th anniversary of the founding of Cupids in 2010,
an event likely to include a visit from British royalty and
a re-enactment of John Guy’s voyage into Trinity Bay.

For more information visit <www.baccalieudigs.ca>.

Quebec City

One Man’s 
Garbage Is...
The true treasure of the Palais de
l’Intendant lies outside its walls.

W
hen Dr. Reginald Auger teaches
his archaeology classes at Laval
University in Quebec City, one of
the things he always stresses is
that if you want to learn about a

residence, look around it. For it is here, he tells his
students, that you will most likely find your richest
source of information. 

In 2000, in anticipation of the 400th anniversary of
Quebec City in 2008, Auger and his team of archaeol-
ogists conducted excavations at the Palais de l’Inten-
dant in the old city. True to Auger’s theory, the team’s
richest finds were outside the palace. 

The palace was built in 1669 to house the inten-
dant, appointed by the king of France, who along
with the governor carried out the administration of
the colony. As the centre of official government
business it was host to lavish social engagements,
reflecting the prestige that accompanied the posi-
tion of the king’s representative. Devastated by fire
in 1713, it was reconstructed in 1716 but destroyed
again during the American invasion of Quebec
City in 1775.
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The site is owned by the City of Quebec,
which lent financial and technical support to its
archaeological exploration. It had previously been
researched by Laval University archaeologist Marcel
Moussette, who spent more than 10 years excavating
the original palace. 

Little remains of the architecture of the palace,
but Auger’s excavations have revealed sections of a
wooden palisade that surrounded the fortified city.
Remnants of its cedar posts, placed in 1690, were
amazingly well preserved, and traces of the palace
wall and pieces of its flagstone floor were
unearthed. But the latrines behind the palace have
proved to be the team’s gold mine, providing clues to the
complete history of the site from 1725 to the 19th centu-
ry. It appears from the assortment of liquor bottles
found that the latrines were a good place to nip out for
a drink. And at least one unfortunate fellow may have
pocketed the dice from his card game and lost them in
the latrine. Broken glass is abundant, and believed to
have been deliberately placed to discourage scavenging
vermin. Pieces of ceramics are plentiful, too.

Outbreaks of cholera and other infectious dis-
eases early in the 19th century prompted worried
city officials to provide drainage so that run-off
from the latrines would head straight into the St.
Lawrence River. Following the introduction of a
city sewage system in the 1850s, the existing
latrines were filled with garbage and layers of ash
to prevent odours and bacteria. 

Auger, an archaeologist with the Department of
History at Laval, will return this spring with his
team to see what additional tidbits of Canadian
history can be found in the latrines.

The excavation site is open to the public weekdays
from May 16 to June 15, and the interpretation centre
is open from late June to early September. For fur-
ther information, visit <www.ville.quebec.qc.ca/fr/
exploration/archeologie.shtml>.

Top left: Late 17th century illustration of the first Palais de l’Intendant.

Right: Excavation of the floor of a brewery malt house constructed in

1852, which occupied the palace site until 1970. Bottom left: Posts of

the 1690 palisade during excavation.
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Havre Saint Pierre and Port-la-Joye, P.E.I

A Tale of  
Two Families
Two Acadian families settle in
Prince Edward Island and meet
different fates. But each leaves
its mark on the island’s red soil.

P
rince Edward Island, home to the Mi’kmaq,
lay virtually untouched by European settle-
ment until the beginning of the 18th century.
After the cession of Acadia to England by the
Treaty of Utrecht in 1713, a number of Acadi-

ans moved to nearby French possessions. Among them
were two families seeking a new home on the island
then known as Île Saint-Jean. They had similar begin-
nings, but very different fates.

In 1720, Michel Haché dit Gallant, the orphaned son
of an aboriginal mother and French father, arrived in
Port-la-Joye, one of the island’s earliest French settle-
ments, with his wife, Anne, and four of their 12 children.
A prosperous man, Gallant is believed to have been har-
bourmaster. He and his extended family eventually

occupied nine of the 15 properties in the community
near present-day Charlottetown. In his 70s Gallant
slipped through the ice of the North River and perished
in 1737, never living to see the war with Britain in 1744,
which led to the torching of his house in 1745, or the
Acadian expulsion of 1758. 

While Gallant was settling in Port-la-Joye, an Acadi-
an farmer named Jacques Oudy brought his family to
settle in Havre Saint-Pierre, the second French settle-
ment, on the northeast coast of the island, near pres-
ent-day Morelle on St. Peter’s Bay. Oudy and his wife

raised 14 children who eventually comprised the
majority of the community. Spared the British destruc-
tion of 1745, the farming Oudy clan grew crops of
wheat, oats, peas and linseed to supply the occupying
forces at the fortress at Louisbourg on Île Royale (Cape
Breton Island).

Rob Ferguson, an archaeologist with Parks Canada,
set out 141 years later, in 1999, to find the original site of
Havre Saint-Pierre. Though the area was known to be the
location of an early French settlement previous to Brit-
ish occupation, 200 years of the farmer’s plough had
removed all traces, and neither surface features nor air
photographs revealed any clues to the location. With the
help of remote sensing, local folklore and a 1764 British
survey map discovered in Charlottetown by archaeolo-
gist Scott Buchanan, Ferguson and his colleagues locat-
ed three of the nine original Oudy homes, including a
rich French midden (refuse pile) discovered beneath the
remains of a British cellar, believed to be from the home
of the original patriarch Jacques Oudy and his family. 

Excavations have unearthed from the three French
homesites the remains of a blacksmith forge, rarely seen
Chinese porcelain, shards of brightly glazed green
ceramic bowls from the Saintonge area of France and a
number of seed samples. Scientific examination of the
seed samples has revealed some startling information –
the presence of a fungus known as sclerota of ergot, com-
monly found in rye, known to cause convulsions, hallu-
cinations and gangrene. 

The Gallant ancestral properties, on the southwest
side of Charlottetown Harbour, today form part of the
Port-la-Joye–Fort Amherst National Historic Site. Fergu-
son’s archaeological excavations here, examining the
period from 1720 to 1758, have revealed fine kitchen-
ware and fancy ceramics from Germany, Britain and
Italy, evidence that the affluent Gallant provided well for
his family. Fortunately, Gallant’s family survived the
deportation, and Gallant would have been proud to
know that his ancestors were on hand to mark the 250th

anniversary of the Acadian expulsion in 2005.
Unlike the Gallants, the farming Oudy clan seems to

have vanished from the historical record. During the
expulsion of Acadians from Île Saint-Jean in 1758, it is
believed the entire Oudy clan boarded the ill-fated La
Violet for the voyage to France, perishing when the ship
went down in the Atlantic. Despite exhaustive searches
of Canadian, French and genealogical records by Fergu-
son and his colleagues, all that remains of the extended
Oudy family are archaeological traces in the rich soils of
Prince Edward Island.

For more information on the Port-la-Joye–Fort
Amherst National Historic Site visit <www.pc.gc.ca/ 
lhn-nhs/pe/amherst/natcul/index_e.asp>. Information
on Havre Saint-Pierre is included in the Parks Canada site
<www.pc.gc.ca/pn-np/pe/pei-ipe/natcul/natcul2_e.asp>.
The entire 1752 census of Île Saint-Jean, including
all members of the Oudy family, can be found at
<www.islandregister.com/1752.html>.
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In 2003, archaeologists Scott Buchanan, Helen Evans and Rob

Ferguson uncovered the top course of stones leading to an ancient

well at the Oudy site.
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Archaeologist Rob Ferguson

excavating a well at an Acadian

farm site near Greenwich, P.E.I.,

in 2004.



In August 2003, Greg
Beaton, Mark Penney
and Susie Merkuratsuk
excavated the second
of 15 sod winter
houses at the Nachvak
Village site.
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Nachvak and Kongu, Labrador

A New Design 
When Europeans met Inuit in
Labrador, home and hearth
were reshaped.

M
ore than 400 years ago, where
Nachvak Fjord slices through the
mountains rising out of the sea
on Labrador’s northern coast, pio-
neering groups of Inuit established a

winter village in an environment vastly different from
anything they had known. Driven by the advancement
of the Little Ice Age (approximately 1400 to 1900),
which disrupted the migration patterns of the bow-
head whale, their main food source, some Inuit migrat-
ed south from the Central and High Arctic seeking a
less tenuous life.

At Nachvak they followed their traditional living pat-
terns, constructing circular semi-subterranean houses
with flagstone floors and stone walls. Whale bone or
driftwood draped with hides and covered with sod
formed the roofs. Inhabitants, traditionally one or two
families, entered the house through a sunken tunnel
that acted as a cold-trap. Inside were raised sleeping
platforms and a raised lampstand to hold their soap-
stone lamps. 

Labrador’s new inhabitants did less whaling, as the
migrating bowhead were less accessible from shore and
conditions of the late fall whaling season were particu-
larly challenging. Instead, there was a greater reliance on
Arctic char, ringed and harp seals, walrus and caribou. 

Closer to the mouth of Nachvak Fjord, at a site
known as Kongu, evidence shows that 200 years later a
significant change occurred in Inuit culture, economy
and social habits. Contact with European whalers and
explorers became more frequent. In 1771, Moravian
missionaries, whose major objective was to lead the
Inuit away from their indigenous religious beliefs, suc-
ceeded in establishing a permanent settlement further
south at Nain. Members of a Protestant sect, the Mora-
vians had sailed from London in a second attempt at
settlement following the mysterious disappearance of
four missionaries in 1752. This increased European con-
tact caused a substantial shift in Inuit culture. 

Peter Whitridge, assistant professor of archaeology
at Memorial University in St. John’s, Nfld., has studied
the Inuit for years, excavating their village sites and fol-
lowing them from their home in the higher Arctic down
to Labrador’s shores. Excavating the 16th-century Nach-
vak location in 2003, Whitridge and his team found tools,
knives and blades made from iron nails, but at Kongu
the following year, they unearthed consumer goods,
such as pottery, teacups, pipes and bottle glass. Housing
foundations at Kongu show a change to larger rectangu-

lar structures accommodating four or five families. Trade
with Europeans played a much larger role in Inuit life.
Kongu’s location closer to the mouth of the fjord afford-
ed greater opportunities for obtaining imported goods.
They traded ivory, furs, oil, baleen and fish with Mora-
vian missions and the Hudson’s Bay Company in
exchange for firearms, tobacco, tea, sugar, flour and
manufactured goods. 

Later, with the end of whaling, a result of European
overfishing, whale bone roof supports are not as com-
mon, replaced by wooden building materials. During
the late 1800s the sunken tunnel entrance is gradually
replaced by a higher-roofed storm porch, and imported
wood stoves are used for cooking, although the soap-
stone lamps remain. Whitridge’s research also shows
gradual change in gender relations, evidenced in the
promotion of women’s spaces inside the home. Men

spent more time away from home, harvesting goods
to satisfy the Inuit desire to trade for European goods.
Lampstands increase in number and move to more
prominent spaces in the communal living area – a signif-
icant evolution, as the lamp represents a major symbol in
Inuit life, providing light, warmth, cooked food, dry cloth-
ing and the soot used as pigment for traditional tattooing.

During the 19th century, says Whitridge, Labrador
Inuit increasingly converted to Christianity. While many
settled permanently around the Moravian missions,
others, like the occupants of Kongu, refused to convert
or resettle, actively resisting European influence. Dis-
eases such as measles and influenza took their toll,
greatly reducing the population of Inuit communities.
The influenza epidemic of 1918–1919 so decimated the

Miniature slate ulu blade discovered at the site of a Labrador Inuit

house in 2005. Nain carvers fashioned similar blades to be worn

on earrings and pendants.
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Miniature sealing harpoon heads were found beneath a sleeping platform in one of the Inuit houses.
The style dates to the late 15th century.

Wooden doll recovered on the
floor of the entrance tunnel 

to a sod house.

Miniature soapstone cooking pot
with a stylized mountain land-

scape engraved at its base.

ARTIFACTS FROM NACHVAK AND KONGU, LABRADOR
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population of Okak, the largest community on the north
coast, that the settlement was abandoned. 

As the area continues to be influenced by climate
change, the Inuit continue to adapt. A large part of
northern Labrador has been named the Torngat Moun-
tains National Park Reserve, an area Whitridge says is on
the verge of redevelopment as a cultural, adventure and
ecotourism destination. 

To learn more about the Moravians in Labrador and
their influence on the Inuit, visit <www.mun.ca/rels/
morav/index.html>.

The Northern Plains

Nomads of 
the Grasslands
The culture of ancient peoples
on the vast plains of Eurasia
and North America is much
alike. But in important ways,
it’s often different.

A
bout 5,000 years ago in the Russian
steppes, covering roughly 7,000 kilometres
east to west across the top of Eurasia,
nomadic bands moved across the plains
and grasslands with their goats, cattle and

sheep. They travelled in carts – at first heavy ones drawn
by cattle or oxen, later lighter carts drawn by horses. They
slept in the carts along the way, much as people do today
in their recreational vehicles. 

Stopping in areas suitable for grazing, they set up
semi-permanent shelters, known as yurts, constructed
by forming a wooden lattice frame and covering it with
a thick felt fabric woven from sheep’s wool. The cover-
ing provided warmth and resisted moisture. A flap in
the domed top allowed smoke to escape. They stayed
and tended their herds until the food resources for
humans and animals were depleted, then packed up
and moved on.

When Ian Dyck, plains archaeologist with the Cana-
dian Museum of Civilization in Gatineau, Quebec, first
travelled in the 1990s to the steppes with Russian-Cana-
dian colleague and museum research associate Elena
Ponomarenko, he was amazed at how similar the land-
scape was to that of our northern Great Plains, or the
prairies. What resemblances, he mused, might be found
between the nomadic people who occupied such similar
landscapes? Dyck and his colleagues decided to find the
answer. 

After visiting Russian colleagues and archaeological
sites in the Samara region, Dyck and Ponomarenko invit-

ed archaeologist Anna Kochkina and her team from the
Samara Museum in Samara, Russia to visit Canada in the
fall of 2000 and tour sites on the prairies. The groups
pooled their research findings, comparing and contrast-
ing the customs, movements, culture and archaeological
traces of the nomadic peoples covering the period from
about 5,000 years ago to about 300 years ago. Intending to
look only at the archaeology of the two areas that share a
latitude and similar environments, they soon expanded
the project to incorporate ethnographical and historical
research. 

Like the Russian steppe people, aboriginal people of
our northern Great Plains were nomadic, erecting camps
in areas with the greatest availability of resources. Unlike
their Russian counterparts who had discovered the wheel,
the aboriginal people relied on themselves and their dogs
to carry their belongings. Their teepees were similar to the
Russian yurts: poles covered with hides, with an opening
in the conical top for smoke. Like the yurts, the interiors
were divided, with storage space inside the door, and
sides to roll back in the heat of summer.

Both groups preserved food through drying, but the
Russians also used salt as preservative. Both fashioned
weapons and tools from stone and bone. Their ceramics
show marked similarity in stages and shapes but there is
no definite indication of cultural influence between the
two groups. 

Evidence for an extended trade network in Canada’s
northern Great Plains can be seen in the presence of shell
artifacts from the Atlantic, copper from the Great Lakes
region and exotic materials from as far away as the Carib-
bean. The Russian steppe people, migrating across an
area bisected by the Silk Road, a system of trading routes
across central Asia, also had a vast network of rich trade
extending thousands of kilometres. Their burial mounds,
the source of much of the Russian archaeological finds,
were rich with jewellery and other items fashioned from
gold, silver and bronze, even preserved leather. 

The greatest difference between the two groups, Dyck
says, was the food source. With no domesticated herds,
nomads of the northern Great Plains hunted for their
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Russian archaeologists inspected southern Manitoba’s Pilot

Mound site, a prehistoric burial mound that dates to AD 1000, as

part of a scientific exchange comparing the cultures of the nomadic

peoples of the Russian steppes and the northern Great Plains.
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food, following the bison and other wild animals. With
domesticated animals, Russian groups controlled their
sources of food, clothing and tools, hunting mainly for
recreation. Lack of predictable food sources was a factor
that kept northern Great Plains groups smaller than their
Russian counterparts.

Although it’s possible that exchanges occurred
between the two nomadic groups, Dyck says, resem-
blances in culture most likely arose because similar envi-
ronments caused them to adapt in similar ways. The joint
research, he says, has provided a valuable exchange of dis-
coveries, ideas and information between the two coun-
tries. The results of the collaboration between the Samara
Museum for Historical and Regional Studies and the
Canadian Museum of Civilization will be revealed in an
exhibit at the CMC scheduled to open in November 2006.

For more information visit <www.civilization.ca>.

Cypress Hills, Alberta

Secrets of the 
Great Plains
A gathering place for six
millennia, Cypress Hills
excavations yield new clues
about ancient pathways.

I
n the soft shadows of an oasis of hills in the north-
western section of the Great Plains, where the
wind scorches the grasses during hot summers
and bites through the frigid air of long, harsh win-
ters, a nomadic band of aboriginals camps in a

protected site near a spring-fed creek that joins the
nearby lake. A teepee made of hides shelters an old
woman from the afternoon sun. Her lightning-fast fin-
gers hold a delicate bone needle, darting in and out of
the elk-skin garment she holds in her lap, securing

beads of bone in delicate adornment down the front. 
Eight thousand years later, in 2004, that fine bone

needle is unearthed at the bottom of a deep pit, intact but
for a broken eye. Archaeologist Gerry Oetelaar and his
team are ecstatic. For Oetelaar, the needle is evidence that
the site was not just used as a temporary hunting camp
but was a long-term camp where family activities took
place. But this archaeological site, nestled in the Cypress
Hills in Alberta’s southeastern corner, is revealing much
more than Oetelaar expected. 

A cluster of hills and grasslands that straddles the
Alberta–Saskatchewan border, the Cypress Hills boast the
highest elevation between Labrador and the Rocky
Mountains. Thousands of years of human occupation
around Elkwater Lake have left a rich legacy of archaeo-
logical treasures – a legacy that may cause archaeologists
to revisit some accepted theories. 

A projectile point used for hunting, fashioned from
white chert, a naturally occurring flint-like material of sil-
icon dioxide, has been found here in a layer of human
occupation that is 6,000 years old. The point strongly
resembles the Besant point, a dart tip of specific design
normally believed to be in use 1,200 to 2,000 years ago,
leading Oetelaar to question the range of dates typically
associated with that style of projectile point.

“What’s truly remarkable for these nomadic groups
that moved across the landscape,” says Oetelaar, barely
able to contain his excitement, “is that they not only set up
camp in the same area but set their fireplaces here in pre-
cisely the same location as that of their ancestors thou-
sands of years before them, despite layers of sediment
from a local landslide and 10 to 15 centimetres of volcanic
ash that would have buried any evidence of previous fires.”

As Oetelaar and his team work down through the lay-
ers of sediment, they repeatedly find fireplaces surrounded
by dense concentrations of household debris laid directly
on top of fireplaces from previous occupations. “And,” he
says, “we still have not found the earliest occupations,
which may be as far as 15 metres below the surface.”

Oetelaar, from the University of Calgary, began the
project in 2000 to investigate the unique ecosystem of
trees, grasses and plants in the local uplands. Stands of
lodgepole pine bend and sway in the wind here. Originat-
ing in the Rocky Mountains, and not native to the prairies,
the lodgepole is so named because aboriginal groups
used it to construct their teepees, or lodges. Though it has
long been known that seeds travel great distances carried
by animal, human or environmental movement, Oetelaar
theorizes that aboriginal groups took advantage of this
and encouraged the growth of certain vegetation, like the
lodgepole pine, thereby managing resources for personal
use in traditional campgrounds.

Today, if you follow Highways 1, 2 and 3 in Alberta,
you will be following the traditional trails of the Blackfoot.
Oetelaar believes this well-established system of trails not
only followed the migration of the bison but moved along
a network of sites, like present-day Medicine Hat (known
to the aboriginals as Saamis), that specifically provided an

Archaeology students taking part in the Great Plains stampede site

excavation in 2002.
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Chipped stone tool used 
to cut or scrape various 

materials.

Antler awl made by grinding
the tip of an antler to a fine

point. The awl was used 
to punch small holes 
in pieces of leather.

Shell bead made by removing
the central spire of a large

conch shell, cutting the 
cylinder into short segments

and then drilling a hole through
the center of the long axis.

Bone bead was made
by cutting off a section

of a hollow bone.

Chipped stone tool 
used to cut or scrape 

various materials.

Projectile point, or stone tip,
used on hunting weapons. It
was designed to be used with
a dart that was propelled by a

spear thrower.

Bone awl created by sharpening
a bone splinter into a fine point.

It has been heavily polished,
presumably from being handled

over a long period.

ARTIFACTS FROM CYPRESS HILLS, ALBERTA



abundance of localized resources – berries, plants and
animals. At each campsite the oral histories and special
ceremonies linked to that site provided a sort of history
lesson for the succeeding generations.

Oetelaar says this area, known to the Blackfoot as
the Divided Hills, was considered common ground to
other aboriginal groups, among them the Cree, who
knew it as the Thunder Breeding Hills, and the Nakota,
who called it “A warm place in the north that is an
island by itself.”

In the new Interpretive Centre, scheduled for comple-
tion in late 2006 or early 2007 in Cypress Hills Interprovin-
cial Park, the richness of the finds will be revealed in a slice
of Oetelaar’s excavation wall, a sort of “book of sediments”
providing an educational centerpiece where one can read
the site’s evidence of human use, its unique prairie vege-
tation and its geological development through sedimen-
tary deposition and erosion.

For further information visit <www.cypresshills.com>.

West Pubnico, Nova Scotia

Farming Saltwater 
Marshes
Happenstance uncovers a
precious reminder of the
Acadians’ genius for thriving in
an unforgiving terrain.

A
long Nova Scotia’s southwestern shores
you can walk the saltwater marshes
farmed by the Acadians who first set-
tled in the uplands in the mid-1600s.
The changing tides of the sea that pro-

vided sustenance also saturated the land with salt,
rendering it infertile. Dykes were built to hold back

the sea, but the salt water seeped in through the soil
beneath, leaving behind the salt when the tides sub-
sided. Settlers desperate to grow crops faced a chal-
lenge – how to keep the fresh water in and the salt
water out? 

As a solution, the early Acadians incorporated a
technology from their home country of France – a
sluice box known as an aboiteau. The simple but
highly efficient design consists of two squared tim-
bers laid parallel to form the sides of the box, a roof
and floor constructed from planks and a gate at one
end that swings open to allow excess fresh water to
flow out but swings closed against incoming salt
water. The aboiteaux were buried beneath the dyke
at sea level. With constant drainage and the dilution
of salt content by rainwater, the land was able to
sustain crops within a few years of installation.
(Before the advent of milled wood, aboiteaux
were built from hollowed out logs using axes and

adzes.) Use of the aboiteaux allowed
Acadians to grow ample crops such as
hay, wheat and vegetables. 

In 1990, residents walking along the
beach of Double Island, West Pubnico,
Nova Scotia, noticed several boards
protruding from the muddy marsh.
Four years later they investigated fur-
ther and found the remains of an
aboiteau dating to the late 18th or early
19th century. 

In fall of the following year, staff
from the Nova Scotia Museum visited
the site and made plans to excavate and
preserve the aboiteau. A local excava-
tion crew assisted Ted D’Eon, a local
pharmacist with an avid passion for
history, and archaeologist Stephen
Powell, assistant curator at the Nova

Scotia Museum. They removed the  cover ing
layers  of  marsh mud and gravel, photographed
the aboiteau and carried it to a trailer to be towed to
a nearby garage. 

Between three and four metres long and 35 to
40 centimetres wide, constructed of white pine,
the aboiteau was severely waterlogged and miss-
ing the swing gate and several planks. After clean-
ing, it was soaked in wood preservative for several
months, then dried. 

Though existence of the aboiteau is well known
in recorded history, few examples of this early
Acadian technology survive. Two other restored
aboiteaux dating to the early to mid 18th century
are on display at the Grand-Pré National Historic
Site at Grand Pré and the North Hills Museum at
Granville Ferry, both in Nova Scotia. 

To get a glimpse of the West Pubnico aboiteau,
visit the Acadian Museum in West Pubnico, Nova
Scotia, or visit the website <www.museum.gov.ns.ca>.

Nova Scotia

Museum staff

and community

members

participating in

the West

Pubnico

aboiteau

excavation.
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Quebec City

Blending Past 
and Present
At the Auberge Saint-Antoine,
archaeological gleanings are
only a touch away.

O
n the banks of the St. Lawrence, in the
Old Port of the city of Quebec, the sec-
ond-oldest European city in Canada after
St. Johns, Nfld., sits the hotel Auberge
Saint-Antoine. 

The modern hotel with its luxurious rooms, high-
speed Internet and spa is an unlikely place to encounter
archaeological artifacts. But patrons leisurely sipping a
glass of aged Merlot in the hotel lounge can casually con-
template cannonballs fired in 1759, muse over a collec-
tion of shoe soles from the 17th century or ponder an
array of historic glass bottles. Or they can admire a 150-
year-old lantern encased in their night table before slip-
ping under their down duvets and drifting off to sleep.

Tony Price, a fifth-generation Quebecois, acquired
the collection of crumbling warehouses and apartment
buildings in 1990, transforming them into a luxury hotel.
The owners entered into a unique 25-year collaboration
with Laval University, the City of Quebec and the Min-
istry of Culture to incorporate and display the museum-
quality artifacts found on the site. Aware that he was
developing an archaeological site, Price was enthusi-
astic and supportive, working with the City of Quebec,
from which he acquired the site, to adhere to architec-
tural restrictions and promote the site’s heritage. In 1991,
before building began on the open-air parking area, a
team from Laval University, headed by archaeologist
Reginald Auger, started an archaeological investigation.
Though not the first excavation on the site, it revealed a
wealth of historical treasures.

Used as a cannon battery in wartime and a thriving
centre of merchant trade in peace time, the site, known as
Îlot Hunt, yielded a stunning array of artifacts, providing a
continuous record of military, commercial and residential
occupation since the 17th century. From excavating the
ancient latrines and other areas, Auger says, archaeologists
have gained insight into the health of the site’s occupants
through examination of parasites, learned more about
British, French and Irish diets, and acquired information
on the sewage system developed in the 19th century. 

Intrigued by the excavation in the parking lot, the
Price family became avid observers, delighting at the
artifacts uncovered daily. They developed the unique
idea of incorporating the artifacts and the site’s her-
itage into the hotel’s design, enlisting museum-
trained professionals to preserve and maintain
authenticity, and collaborating with archaeologists

involved in the excavation. William Moss, archaeolo-
gist with the City of Quebec who worked with the
Price family on the development of the 25-year agree-
ment, calls it one of the most interesting experiences
he has had as an archaeologist.

Of the thousands of artifacts uncovered, hundreds
are now elegantly displayed in glass cases built into
walls and room features. Each artifact is accompanied
by a drawing of the original piece and a description of
its use. A section of the 17th-century cannon battery, at
one point levelled and used as a wharf but now careful-
ly restored, is part of the hotel lobby. Food in the dining
room, which is housed in an early 19th-century ware-
house used by a tableware merchant, is served on repli-
cas of an early 19th-century plate excavated
from the site. On Saturdays guests are given
archaeological tours explaining the his-
tory of the site and the significance of
the artifacts. 

Now run by Price’s son Evan, the
Auberge Saint-Antoine offers a win-
dow into the Quebec of centuries past,
lending new meaning to time travel. 

For further information visit
<www.saint-antoine.com>.

Shown here is a feature of the Îlot Hunt site that played two roles:

wharf and battery. The wharf was built by Aubert de la Chenaye, a

New France merchant involved in the importation of trade goods

with France at the end of the 17th century. He built a wharf to unload

his goods. It served as a cannon battery during war time. 
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Moccasin pieces

discovered west

of Aishihik Lake,

about 150

kilometres

northwest of

Whitehorse. This

location is where

many prehistoric

items have been

unearthed in

recent years.

Whitehorse, Yukon

Frozen in Time 
In Yukon, keys to the past 
are sometimes preserved in
patches of ice.

I
n 2003, Cody Joe, a member of the Champagne and
Aishihik First Nations found lying on rocks in the
ice fields of southwestern Yukon near Whitehorse
two water-logged fragments of hide sprouting a
growth of moss. Thinking the pieces were frag-

ments of a leather bag or drawstring pouch, Joe, a field
assistant with the Yukon Ice Patch Project who was in the
area west of Whitehorse to search for artifacts, brought
them to the Yukon government archaeology and conser-
vation laboratory in Whitehorse.

Valery Monahan, a conservator with the Yukon
government, painstakingly cleaned the fragments and
pieced them together. As the artifact took shape, Mona-
han realized it was not a bag after all, but an even rarer

archaeological find – a moc-
casin with an ankle tie. Radio-
carbon dating showed the
footwear to be approximately
1,400 years old, making it
the oldest known moccasin
in Canada. Monahan spent
approximately 240 hours restor-
ing it over the past two and a
half years. She believes the

moccasin may have been used for lightweight summer
footwear, as it was found in a forested area traditionally
used for summer caribou hunting.

Previous Canadian finds of ancient hide clothing have
been found mainly in tundra regions, left by ancestors of
today’s Inuit people. A hunter belonging to the early Atha-
paskan people is believed to have dropped or discarded
the moccasin. It is only one of numerous artifacts being
exposed by the melting ice patches in the Yukon.

The Yukon Ice Patch Project is a joint research effort of
the Yukon government and six First Nations communi-
ties. The project was born following a sighting of caribou
dung deposits in the area in 1997 – in a region where cari-
bou had not roamed for at least 70 years. The dating of a
core sampling of the dung showed it to be 2,000 years old. 

Greg Hare, site assessment archaeologist for the
Yukon government, says the sites they have visited since
the project’s inception in 1997 have yielded 185 artifacts,
including numerous hunting tools, bones and mummi-
fied birds and mammals. 

Artifacts beneath ice patches are doubly valuable,
Hare says, because a lot can be determined from the con-
text in which they’re found. Unlike glaciers that are con-
stantly shifting, the ice patches don’t move, so artifacts
found there are most likely very close to where they were

originally dropped or discarded. The oldest artifact found,
a section of a hunting dart, is 9,000 years old.

For more information visit <www.gov.yk.ca>.

Victoria, British Columbia

Unearthing an 
Intersection of 
Cultures
A trade magnet for coastal 
First Nations in the mid-19th

century, Victoria’s waterfront
yields an unexpected trove of
artifacts from many peoples.

I
n 1849, the British government granted the new
colony of Vancouver Island to the Hudson’s Bay
Company in return for the company’s agreement
to bring out colonists. The Songhees people, who
spoke a dialect of the North Straits Salish lan-

guage, occupied the area surrounding Fort Victoria,
which HBC chief factor James Douglas began con-
structing in 1843. Also referred to as Songies or Songish,
they had become a vital part of the fort’s bustling new
economy. In the years since Douglas, later governor of
Vancouver Island and of British Columbia, had steamed
into their harbour aboard the SS Beaver, the Songhees

had proved themselves to be an industrious people,
providing the inhabitants of the fort and surrounding
areas with valuable seasonal provisions and labour. The
women sold potatoes, clams, fish and handmade bas-
kets, or worked in the employ of colonial households.
Men provided game and labour to clear land, build
fences and construct houses. In 1852 the Songhees
comprised the majority of the construction crew build-

A wooden halibut hook carved in the shape of a seal swallowing a

halibut, found at the Songhees site near Victoria and believed to

be of Tlingit or Haida origin.
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ing a new road west to Sooke, earning $8 a month,
replacing workers who had moved on to seek their for-
tunes in the goldfields. 

Soon their culture was showing telltale signs of Euro-
pean influence: the woven dog-hair blankets gave way to
European-style blankets; by the 1860s traditional shed-
roof lodges were being replaced with more European-style
houses. Many resided near the fort, but after a suspicious
fire in a wooded area in 1844, authorities asked them to
establish a village on the other side of the harbour. By the
following year about 70 families resided in the village.

The thriving economy in Fort Victoria began attract-
ing large numbers of First Nations groups from the north
and south in search of trade. Though the interaction
among the tribes was not always agreeable, the broader
variety of trade goods supplemented that which the
Songhees could provide. Apart from clashes with visiting
First Nations groups and the odd local upheaval, the
Songhees appeared content. But the growing number of
new settlers was bursting the seams of the fort and sur-
rounding areas, increasing the demand for land and pres-
suring officials to move the Songhees even further away.
In 1850, Douglas began the first treaty negotiations. Dis-
parate opinions were heard among the colonists, and
newspapers of the day continually monitored the latest
development in the “Indian problem.”

After 1860, colonial businessmen rented portions of
the village, by then called the Songhees Reserve, establish-
ing businesses and employing Songhees. In 1888 the
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway Company built a rail
line through the Songhees Reserve, providing monetary
compensation to any Songhees who were forced to move
from the right of way. In the ensuing years, the Songhees
refused several offers to purchase their reserve land,
unhappy with any lands proposed as replacement. 

Finally, in 1911, bowing to pressure from government
officials and landowners, the Songhees relinquished the
Old Songhees Reserve land in return for money and a
slightly larger portion of land (163 acres) in Esquimalt
Harbour, four kilometres east. 

Following more than 90 years of industrial activity, the
waterfront land of the old reserve, which had become
known as Victoria West, caught the eye of local developer
Westbank Projects Corporation. Planning to erect condo-
miniums on three acres, it hired archaeologist Ian Wilson
to examine the site. Wilson didn’t anticipate finding any-
thing of much interest, but he was proven wrong when his
excavations began in spring 2005. 

Working alongside several Songhees and Esquimalt
First Nations archaeologists, Wilson and his crew found a
cistern dating to the early 1840s. Deep and waterlogged, it
held numerous well-preserved objects, including more
than 100 pairs of locally manufactured boots and shoes
and northern Tlingit and Haida basketry. One prized arti-
fact, a wooden halibut hook, about two feet long and
carved in the shape of a seal swallowing a halibut, is
believed to be of Tlingit or Haida origin. Wilson speculates
that these objects were thrown into the cistern during a

clean-up after an 1856 epidemic of smallpox in the village. 
Though several pre-historic Songhees sites in the area

had been excavated, this appears to be the largest find of
artifacts from the historic period between 1845 and 1855.
Modern condos will eventually sit on the land the
Songhees once called home, but archaeologists have
saved this glimpse into how their culture intersected with
the Europeans who arrived on their doorstep.

For more information on the history and traditions
of the Coast Salish, including the Songhees, visit
<http://collections.ic.gc.ca/salish>.

Et Cetera
Two More Sites: Digging history in the

Arctic and a paleontological detour –

digging dinosaur bones in B.C.

Dorset sites, four northern locations

Revisiting the Past 
Which group may have
influenced the Dorset? It was
the Norse, of course.

D
id the Dorset people, who occupied the
Arctic between 1000 B.C. and A.D. 1000,
have more extensive contact with the
Norse than originally thought? Pat Suther-
land, an archaeologist with the Canadian

Museum of Civilization, is seeking the answer through re-
investigation of some archaeological sites and artifacts.
Over the past five years, Sutherland has been investigat-
ing four Dorset sites: Avayalik in Northern Labrador, Nun-
guvik on North Baffin Island, Nanook on South Baffin
Island and Willow’s Island in Frobisher Bay. Sutherland
believes that artifacts of spun cordage found at these sites
will provide some of the answers to the questions of
Dorset–Norse contact. 

The Dorset people, Sutherland says, wore traditional
clothing made from hides, while the Norse were known to
fashion textiles and objects from spun materials. Presence
of the cordage artifacts, spun from the hairs of Arctic hare,
fox and dog, has led Sutherland to suggest that the Dorset
may have had more contact with the Norse Greenlanders
than previously thought. Some academic theories have
the Dorset people disappearing from the Arctic by the 11th

century, but Sutherland believes that the presence of the
cordage may suggest that the Dorset people survived lon-
ger, well into the period of the arrival of the Norse in
Greenland in the late 10th century. 

To read more about the project and view the cordage
visit <www.civilization.ca>.
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Quality Creek, British Columbia

Walking with 
Dinosaurs
In ancient Canada 
megafauna ruled.

W
hen one thinks of Canadian
dinosaurs, Drumheller, Alberta,
immediately comes to mind.
Prior to 2002 only two findings
of dinosaur bones had been

officially reported in British Columbia. 
Paleontologist Rich McCrea has had the pleas-

ure of changing all that. 
McCrea, a doctoral candidate at the Univer-

sity of Alberta, was called upon in 2002 to
investigate a sighting of dinosaur footprints in
the Peace River district of northeastern B.C.
He found not only tracks, but a treasure trove
of dinosaur bones – the oldest bones ever
found in Western Canada. McCrea called in
Lisa Buckley, a paleontologist and specialist in
dinosaur bone excavation who is working on
her master’s degree, and together they coaxed
more than 20 fragmented bones from the site.
The following year they discovered and exca-
vated 50 more.

McCrea and Buckley are investigating almost a
dozen sites in the region that are yielding foot-
prints or bones, or both. The bones represent an
assortment of dinosaur types – such as theropods,
ankylosaurs, ornithopods – and marine animals
such as crocodiles and turtles. They’ve even found
fish scales. The bones, which include limb bones,
vertebrae, dermal armour, shoulder spines and a
few teeth, date to approximately 93 to 95 million
years ago, 20 million years older than the bones
from the Drumheller area. The footprints have
proven to be an astonishing 75 to 140 million years
old. And McCrea says there is much, much more
out there. McCrea and Buckley returned to the
main site, known as Quality Creek, in May. 

The finds prompted the establishment in 2003
of the Peace Region Paleontology Research Centre
in Tumbler Ridge, B.C., 160 kilometres northeast of
Prince George, funded by the Tumbler Ridge
Museum Foundation, a volunteer organization.
McCrea and Buckley are creating a Dinosaur Dis-
covery Gallery at the centre, which is scheduled to
open this spring. 

If dinosaur exploring fascinates you, two sites
are open to the public near Tumbler Ridge:
Flatbed Creek Site and Wolverine River Site, where
you can take nighttime guided lantern tours. For
details on these finds visit <www.prprc.com>.
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Palaeontologist Lisa
Buckley worked on

the main excavation
block over a span of

two years. She aided
Rich McCrea in the
discovery of more

than 70 bone
fragments at the site.




